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An authoritative and valuable resource for students and scholars of film
animation and African-American history, film buffs, and casual readers. It is the
first and only book to detail the history of black images in animated cartoons.
Using advertisements, quotes from producers, newspaper reviews, and other
sources, Sampson traces stereotypical black images through their transition from
the first newspaper comic strips in the late 1890s, to their inclusion in the first
silent theatrical cartoons, through the peak of their popularity in 1930s musical
cartoons, to their gradual decline in the 1960s. He provides detailed storylines
with dialogue, revealing the extensive use of negative caricatures of African
Americans. Sampson devotes chapters to cartoon series starring black characters;
cartoons burlesquing life on the old slave plantation with "happy" slaves Uncle
Tom and Topsy; depictions of the African safari that include the white hunter, his
devoted servant, and bloodthirsty black cannibals; and cartoons featuring the
music and the widely popular entertainment style of famous 1930s black stars
including Cab Calloway, Louis Armstrong, and Fats Waller.

That's Enough Folks includes many rare, previously unpublished illustrations and
original animation stills and an appendix listing cartoon titles with black
characters along with brief descriptions of gags in these cartoons.
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animated cartoons. Using advertisements, quotes from producers, newspaper reviews, and other sources,
Sampson traces stereotypical black images through their transition from the first newspaper comic strips in
the late 1890s, to their inclusion in the first silent theatrical cartoons, through the peak of their popularity in
1930s musical cartoons, to their gradual decline in the 1960s. He provides detailed storylines with dialogue,
revealing the extensive use of negative caricatures of African Americans. Sampson devotes chapters to
cartoon series starring black characters; cartoons burlesquing life on the old slave plantation with "happy"
slaves Uncle Tom and Topsy; depictions of the African safari that include the white hunter, his devoted
servant, and bloodthirsty black cannibals; and cartoons featuring the music and the widely popular
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That's Enough Folks includes many rare, previously unpublished illustrations and original animation stills
and an appendix listing cartoon titles with black characters along with brief descriptions of gags in these
cartoons.
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Editorial Review

Review
...a powerful book which puts the spotlight on the entertainment world...a scholarly and well researched
book...illustrations...are important...a very complete index. Mr. Sampson has given U.S. History teachers
some long neglected areas of study and an important book for all of us. (Paper Pile Quarterly)

...a major work of reference, important in the fields of both animation history and black American studies. It
cannot be improved upon and certainly cannot be recommended enough. (Classic Images)

...a stellar reference book, exhaustively covering black cartoon characters and themes (the safari, the minstrel
show) through very full synopses and all available reviews of the period. (Past Times)

His brief introductions to the series stars alone are worth the price of the book...an essential work... (Arba)

...an invaluable reference source of visual art and racial stereotyping in the popular culture...Its coverage is
prodigious and the commentary and anaysis balanced and insightful. (J. Boskin)

...informative and enlightening. A great reference book. Excellent. (Mark Mayfield)

About the Author
Henry T. Sampson has written a number of books including Blacks in Black and White: Source Book on
Black Films (Scarecrow, 1995, 1977) and Blacks in Blackface: A Source Book on Black Musical Shows
(Scarecrow, 1980). He is currently Director of Mission Development and Operations, Space Test Program,
Aerospace Corp.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Christopher Cunningham:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you
need something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your time? Or are you busy
individual? If you don't have spare time to accomplish others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored
faster. And you have spare time? What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They have to
answer that question because just their can do that. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every
person. Yes, it is correct. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this kind of That's
Enough Folks to read.

John Singletary:

In this 21st centuries, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive today, people have do
something to make them survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that oftentimes many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading.
Yep, by reading a publication your ability to survive raise then having chance to stay than other is high. For
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you who want to start reading a new book, we give you that That's Enough Folks book as basic and daily
reading book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Keith Kuhlman:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation as well as go to the outside with them family or
their friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or maybe playing
video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity that's look different you can read any book. It
is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent the entire day to reading a
publication. The book That's Enough Folks it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of people that
recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not have enough space
to deliver this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book through your
smart phone. The price is not very costly but this book offers high quality.

Jeffrey Price:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with good friends is thing
that usually you might have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try factor that really
opposite from that. 1 activity that make you not experiencing tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you have been ride on and with addition details. Even you love That's Enough Folks, it is possible to
enjoy both. It is good combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh come on
its mind hangout guys. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its called reading friends.
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